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FOREWORD

Probabilistic. Safety Assessment. (PSA) can provide important information
related to the spectrum of possible .incidents for a pctrticulctr Nuclear Power
Plant or other industriell instal Jation. Such information, when based upon
r e l i a b i l i t y dou,a obtained from experience with t It«* t particular plant, concoins
the ôtccidents leading to core damage, the human system and component failures
which constitute these accidents and the safety level of the plant. Foi lowing
the accident at Three Mile Island in the USA (IMI /) and more recently at
Ghernobyl in the USSR, PSA was used to understand how these accident' '

Ihe demand for a c t i v i t i e s within the Agency's PSA programme has
increased, part irularly in the area of application of PSA insights to safely
dec is i ons
Consequently, an Advisory Group Meeting (AHM) was held on "Development
of Manu.nl for Probabilistic Pisk Analysis arid its Application to Safety
Decisions", in Vienna, Austria, on 14
18 May 1984
The AGM has identified
as a need doc umenl ed experience with .-ippl Ration and u t i l i s a t i o n of
Probabilistic Safety Assessment
It was re commend öd that a series of case
studies be written document inq actual experience where PSA has been used t o
give guidance in safety decision making. The first peer review on each of the
case study was to be carried out by technical experts, and a high level peer
review would be carried out by & senior oversight group. Based on the
recommendation of the AtJM a programme to publish a series of case studies on
the use of Probabilistic Safety Assessment for safety decisions was initiated.

The Agency requested a number of scientists and engineers to document,
in a uniform and suitable format actual experience with the application of PSA
to s-afety derisions. A number of institutions' analysts such as NRO, NSF,
CPRÏ, Argonne National Laboratory in the US, GRS (tRU), tdf (f ranee), CSN
(Spain), SRD (UK), AFA (UK) <*nd OFCD/NF.A participated in the programme. To
ensure the quality of case studies peer review was needed
A number of highly
qualified experts in the field of Probabilistic Safety Assessment agreed to
participate in reviewing case studies developed within this programme. The
experts met on a number of occasions under the title of Oversight Committee
to review and comment on the draft versions of various case studies as they
were completed. Ihe review comments were sent to the authors and incorporated
in the case studies
In some cases this process was repeated more than once.
In this case study the PSA had examined the Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, owned by long Is! «and Lighting Company, the PSA sponsoring Utility on
the Worth Shore of Long Es land, New York, The case study references other PSA
literature on peer review which helps put this case study in perspective. One
such reference, An .C.ntens_iye Peer Review for PRA [ref 4j in fact contains -\
fully- documented case study of a peer review for .* level 3 PSA. The reader is
encouraged to refer to this Nuclear Safety Analysis Center report, available
through the Flectric Power Research Institute as the !\!SAC-b7 report.

The is MI«-', that are emphasised in any specific review w i l l be
influenced greatly by the organisation sponsoring the review and by its
specific objectives. In this case study, for example, the sponsor was
interested in the technical basis of evacuation planning for the spectrum of
accident scenarios that could occur. Therefore, the review focussed upon

ter i Tvit ion of potent i 01J releases
Another review, oven for the same PSA
might logically focus on char act eri /'at ion of core H.,image sequences rather1 thctn
radios ti wo release and might focus more on the accuracy and uncertainty of
frequencies and probüib 11 i t i es . In ge.ne.ra], it is believed that the
charat. t eri/ation and relative frequency of core damage accidents would have
the greottest interest in most P8A r e v i e w s

The Oversight Committee is satisfied that this case study is an
accurate and useful description of what was done in the study and of how it
was done
in several area:> the re-port does not, however, explain why a
specific decision was made. For example 1
How was it decided that the level of effort allowed by the budget
was . ideqn il e?
Wliy wn'j it acceptable that certain technical areas were not within
the spe<jfic expertise of the reviewers?
How were the topics for detailed review and level of review
det« i mined?
On what basis were some topi r s chosen for separate analysis?

As with .-«il c.tse studies in this programme this is an example
applifation of P8A to safety decisions. The 1AFA has another programme to
produce "Guidelines for conducting PSAs of WPPs", These guidelines address
the mothodoJogy, management, and documentation necessary, in two levels general guidelines and specific guidelines. These guidelines should g i v e
answers to the questions listed above. The reader of the case study should
keep I his in mind since l.lie guidelines will deal with all the aspects of a
peer review while the case study deals only with a r_eaJ example dedicated to a
spe< ifif applicat ion.
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l. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this case study is to i l lus träte, using an actual
exoirnple, the organising oind carrying out of an independent peer review of a
draft full-scope (level 3) probabi 1 J stic safety as sermon t.
The PSA, [ref il, had examined the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station
(SIMPS), a large new boiJing water reactor, owned by Long Island l i g h t i n g
Company (I II CO), the PSA sponsoring u t i l i t y , on the north shore of Long
Island, New York. SIMPS is a EÎWR 4 with a Mark l r containment
The PSA study
held been completed in draft form by the PSA contractor. Ihe plant in question
was in its final year of construction and wai> thus available for a thorough
walkthrough.
The peer review [ref 2], was sponsored by the local governmental
entity, Suffolk Country (New York). Ihe sponsoring body was responsible for
developing a plan for emergency protective actions, in case of an ace i den l at
SIMPS, and wanted the Independent peer review in order to ascertain whflhar the
utility sponsored PSA could be used as an acceptable technical basis for
evacuation planning. Fn order to carry out the peer review, the review
sponsoring body selected independent contractors who worked under the
direction of its own . Jrninistrative staff.
The purpose of this case study is to illustrate, based on an actual
example, the issues that can arise in organising and carrying out a peer
review of a large, full scope PSA. The specific findings of the peer review
are of less importance than the approach taken, the interaction between
sponsor and study team, and the technical and adnunistrative issues that c<m
arise during a peer review.
This case study will examine the following issues 1
how the scope of the peer review was established, based on how it
was to be used by the review sponsoring body;
how the level of effort was determined, arid what this determination

-

meant for the technical quality of the review;
how the team of peer reviewers was selected;
how the review itself was carried out;
what findings were made;
what was done with these findings by both the review sponsoring
body and the PSA analysis team.

Because the peer review took place after publication of the draft
version of the PSA study, there was an opportunity to affect the content and
conclusions of the final SIMPS PSA report. The case study will discuss how the
peer review's findings affected the final version of the PSA, and why.
Sometimes a peer review is undertaken at an earlier stage, such as while the
study itself is still in progress. Tn such a situation, there is even more
opportunity to affect the PSA's overall approach and results.
The key technical finding of the peer review was that the PSA had been

conducted at a level of competence that was equal to the state of the art at
the time the study was completed (which was mid 1982). However, the review
group identified a few areas where the technical analysis could be improved or

where the analysis was apparently erroneous.
detai1 below

Those wiJl be discussed in more

1 he PSA literature contains a f'ow pieces oF guidance that may be of
interest to those planning a peer review. (The reader should nole that the
abbreviation "PRA" for "probabilistic risk assessment" is used in much of theearlier literature in place of the abbreviation "PSA" that is used here). The
most thorough piece of guidance is the recent Brookhaven report, [ref 3~J, PRA
Review Manual, which describes in great detail the steps to be undertaken in a
fuij review
However, the Jewel of effort required to carry out a review of
the kind described in the Brookhaven report is very loirge, between 3 and 4
person years of effort, whereas the review carried out in this case study
required about '5 person months. With 3 to 4 person-years of effort, a much
more thorough review is feasible, including repetition of many important
analyses
A second recent report, completed for the Nuclear Safety Analysis
Center at the Klectric Power Resectrch Institute, LPRT, by Delian Corporation,
[rof 4], is An Intenstive Peer Review for PRA. This report provides useful
guidance on how to structure an intensive review, in which a few analysts
devote about two week:» fuJ 1 time to intensive interaction with the PSA study
team. The guidance on how to structure peer review technical topics is very
useful

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission sponsored PRA Pj?pcedur;es Guijdja, [ref
5] also contains some guidance on peer review, but it is quite general.
These three references [3,4,cj| djsc s uss v< ry different types of peer
review. A peer review of a rnulti -person-year, full-scope PSA can accomplish
much more, obviously, if several person years are devoted to the review than
if only several person months are available. Generally, however, a review
that devotes much less than a few person months cannot be expected to provide
useful coverage of all of the major topics in the study.

2. HOW THE SCOPE OF THE PEER REVIEW WAS ESTABLISHED
1 he scope of any peer review depends fundamentally on the objectives of
the sponsor
These objectives can range from a desire for a thorough,
detailed technical review of the entire PSA study to a broader, high-level
review that studies whether or not the analysis has been accomplished
competently. Also, the objectives of the review depend on the application
that will bo made of the PSA study. One key lesson that the study team
learned is that the review must be focused on the sponsor's intended
application of it.
In the case under discussion, the review sponsoring body had a legal
obligation to develop a plan for emergency protective actions in case of a
large accident at the reactor facility. Therefore, their central need was for
insight into whether or not the releases calculated by the PSA accurately
reflected the best information available. Because the PSA categorized the
accidents at Shoreham into five 'release categories' (which were called
"generic accident sequence classes" in the PSA), one central objective for the
peer review was to study whether this categorization was technically
justified, and whether the sequences were appropriately binned. (The
reviewers' conclusion was affirmative).

1 ho second control 1 objective was to study the calculâtion(s) of core
melt frequency For each of these classes, in order to determine if the
calculated f requonc if s wore technically correct, The third central objective
was to study the accident phenomena (physics and chemistry of core melting,
behavior of vessel and containment, etc.) of each of these classes, in order
to determine whether or not the modeling and data used supported the
conclusion about containment failure probabilities, timing and energy of the
calculated releases, and release fractions of various radionuclides.
1 he review sponsoring body staff had a fourth central objective as
well, which was to review the calculations of offsil.e consequences given the
radionuciide releases
However, this part of the review was carried out by a
different contractor, [ref 9], There were substantial exchanges of
information between the two review efforts, and the coordination was excellent
- but this stemmed largely from a prior working relationship between the two
review team leaders and would not necessarily be true in general. The review
team believes that it is usually preferable to carry out the entire review as
one project to avoid possible problems, even though no problems occurred in
the peer review effort discussed here. Ihis would mocin placing one individual
in charge of the entire review, to provide a single point of responsibility
and authority for the whole effort, and a single point of contact with the
sponsor.
The scope of the peer review, in summary, was established to carry out
the first three of the four central objectives cited above. As stated
earlier, those objectives wore needed to provide review sponsoring body staff
with inFormation about the magnitudes, probabilities, and characteristics of
potential large accident, releases from the Shoreharn nuclear power plant.

Because of the nature of the review sponsoring body's task (preparing
an emergency plan), its staff asked that the reviewers pay more attention to
the characterisation of potential releases than to the calculations of the
probabilities of their release, or to the consideration of issues related only
core damaige.

3. HOW THE LEVEL OF EFFORT WAS DETERMINED AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

The amount of support available was constrained due to budgetary
limitations, which is a situation often encountered. The funds available were
sufficient to support about five person-months of professional effort for 1 he
peer review, not including the separate contract for the review of the offsi te
consequences analysis.

In the initial discussions between review sponsoring body staff and the
review team leader, the first issue facetf was whether or not this amount of
effort was adequate to perform a reasonable independent review. An early
determination was made that the support would be adequate. Ct is important to
recogni/e, however, that there was a compromise made in the beginning of the
review project, of the following character: the review effort ujould not be
able to undertake substantial independent analysis to verify the validity of
the many calculations in the PSA, but would rather be limited to reviewing only
a few (judiciously selected) areas in detail, with other areas reviewed only
in an overview sense.

The five-person month level of effort was sufficient, as it turned out,
to perform such a review, and this review did include some independent

ily si s. The much deeper review that was not undertaken, involving mur. h rnorc
extensive independent checking on the PSA work, would have required 3 to 10
times more resources; 1 to 4 person-years ! The adequacy of the level of
effort used was, of course, not known in advance, because it could not he
known in advance whether or not any key safety issues would turn up that would
require major additional review work.

The implications of the love] of effort available were carefully
explained to the sponsor, so that the review sponsoring body staff would have
the same expectations as the review team concerning the breadth and depth of
the review to be undertaken. This is a crucial step: whenever there is a gap
existing between the expectations of the sponsor and the resource limited
capabilities of the review term, dire conséquences may result for ctny review.
Fortunately, there was no gcip in expectations between the two groups in the
review process under discussion. The success of the review in meeting the
review sponsoring body's needs was in a major way attributable to the care
taken in the early stage? to achieve a mutual understanding on this issue.

4. HOW THE TEAM OF REVIEWERS WAS SELECTED

There were two considerations involved in putting together the review team:

the team should possess technical competence ici al I of the
technical issues to be covered in the review;

the team should be 'independent' i.e., without real or perceived
conflicts of interest.
The team leader, who was given fulJ responsibility for assembling the
review team, decided to assemble a team of four reviewers, selected to coverthe main areas that in his judgment required review, 1 he judgment was made
that using a Isirger number (e.g , six or eight reviewers) would provide too
little support for each individual reviewer, while using a smaller number
(e.g., only one or two reviewers) would have limited the coverage of technical
topics. There was nothing special, however, about the number four; three or
five would have been equally acceptable, depending on the specific individuals
selected and their breadth of expertise. Indeed, one of the authors recently
participated in another successful PSA review in which seven reviewers used
about the same level of effort, but the review scope of the study was slightly
narrower. The selection of the number of reviewers per se is not the main
issue. The team members should be chosen for their individual expertise, with
consideration for the extent to which these areas of expertise may overlap.
One must start by considering the individuals and build the review team as a
unit.

The technical areas covered by the review team were as follows:

the team leader had competence in both systems analysis and
source-term/phenomenologicai analysis;
one team member had very strong expertise in systems analysis;

one team member had extensive experience in thermal -hydraulics and
core-melt phenomena;
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one team member had strong backgrounds in both rystems analysis ctvid
evaluation of containment performance, including fission product
deposition and transport
Certain areas of expertise wort; not fuljy covered. These« included thy
area of evaluating the input data (failure rates, initiating events, etc.);
the area of human factors modelling and human error rates; and the area of
quantification of uncertainties. Among the review team members, however,
there was «sough expertise in each of these subjects to provide a reasonable
level of review. Wo key topics went un-reviewed, although the depth did vary
from one topic to another. This is another situation in which the considered
judgment of th<? team leader is crucial. There is no substitute for this kind
of judgment, because it is impossible to review in equal depth every aspect of
a complex, full scope PSA, Therefore, some experienced judgment is always
needed.
Independence was another important factor in the selection of review
team members. Wo review can be fully adequate unless the reviewers have
enough independence
1 he-re must be independence in the sense that no reviewer is
reviewing his/her own work, eiUer directly or substanti vely.
includes Indirect aspects of the work. 1 he review could be
compromised, for example, if a reviewer hmd been involved in
developing the models, data., or codes used in the analysis,
Ihere must be independence in the sense tha.t
beholden to any interested party, i.e. the
position where he/she is reluctant to make a
fear of rut,ure loss, either financial loss or
friendships, or working relationships.

This

the reviewer is not
reviewer cannot be in a
negative comment for
Joss of stature,

There must be independence in that the reviewer is not tarnished
with a reputation (either deserved or undeserved) for taking prior
positions on issues b«sed on non technical considerations. ihis is
a tricky point and involves a subjective judgment on the part of
the sponsor and/or team leader.
Unfortunately, today it is almost impossible to satisfy all aspects of
the 'independence1 requirement in undertaking a PSA review. T h i s is true
because the PSA community is so small thai almost all analysts know each
other. Inevitably, some members of the study learn whose work is under review

wiil have at least some measure of compromised independence with almost any
review team that might be assembled.
In the specific case under discussion, there were several compromises
of 'complete independence', but all were judged to be rnjnor. For example, one
reviewer had previously reviewed an extensive report done by the PSA team, so
that he might be accused of simply repeating old disagreements, Another
reviewer had been the principal proponent of an analysis method considered in
the PSA community to be the 'rival method' to the one under review. Still
another reviewer had been on the IMRC regulatory staff a few years earlier when
decisions affecting the plant design had been made; he might be accused of
reluctance to criticize a reactor design that reflected his earlier regulatory
involvement.

All of the potential 'compromises of independence' were judged to be
too peripheral (and the personal integrity of the reviewers judged to be too
staunch) for these issues to be considered significant. However, issues of
conflict of interest are always subjective in the end!

II

5. HOW THE REVIEW ITSELF WAS CARRIED OUT

The review process itself involved the following stops:
1)

Receipt by the reviewers of the draft PÜA report, plus back up
documentation on important aspects of the analysis;

?)

An initial set of meetings of the reviewers to delineate individual
areas of emphasis, areas where two or more reviewers should interact,
and levels of effort to be direr ted to investigating various issues;

3)

A site visit during which the review team toured the reactor site,
asked relevant questions, obtained needed information from the utility
and its contractors, ~,md decided which issues required in -depth review;

4)

A second tesni meeting in which key issues were discussed again;

*>)

Interaction with the PSA analysis team, mainly on an individual ba'jis
in which one reviewer interacted with one analyst;

6)

Review work by the individual team members, leading to the drafting of
individual sections of text as contributions to the final peer review
report;

7)

Circulation of the individual sections among the other reviewers for
technical comment and editorial consistency;

8)

Revision of the drafts by the individual authors, based on technical
and editorial comments;

9)

Integration of the separate sections into a 'final report' under the
guidance of the review team leader;

10)

Circulation of this version, labelled the 'draft
review sponsoring body staff for comment,

11)

Publication of the 'final report'. (There were no comments from the
review sponsoring body staff, so the draft and final versions were
identi caJ,)

final report', among

Obviously, the key step is the planning step, in which it is decided
which topics should be reviewed and at what level of detail. In the case
study under consideration, this occurred during the early meetings of the
review team
The structure was worked out by the reviewers on an ad hoc basis
Today, a team of reviewers can utilise either of two well-•documented
guides that set down how to structure the technical parts of a review the
Brookhaven PRA Review Manual, [ref 3], and the Nuclear Safety Analysis
Center-EPRJ guide [ref 4]. Both of these references give specific guidance.
As an example of the level of detail provided, the interested reader can refer
to Appendix A of this case study, in which two pages are taken directly from
the Brookhaven report. These two pages provide the general characterises of
any peer review.
The main non- technical issue involved in carrying out the review was
access to the relevant technical information. Specifically, the review
sponsoring body's desire for 'full independence' coupled with the existence of
an adversarial process then underway (the operating license hearing before an
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NRC Atomic Safety and licencing Board Pant'1), produced an original constraint
that the peer review team not interact on a personal basis with the PSA
analysts' The only interaction was to be through study of the written material
that was provided. The review team accepted this pre-condition reluctantly
and vigorously stated its opinion that the review would be substantiell Jy more
effective if full person-to-person access to the PSA analysts were allowed
After only a few weeks of discussion, the restrictive condition was removed by
the review sponsoring body and numerous conversations and meetings took place
between reviewers and analysts.
The peer review team had access to and used not only the full draft PSA
itself, but also numerous supporting documents such as fault trees and input
data. The cooperation of the PSA contractor analysis team and of the PSA
sponsoring utility personnel was outstanding. En retrospect, the review team
believes that the quality of the review would have been seriously compromised
if access to the original analysts had been denied. This is another crucial
piece of guidance in carrying out any peer review on a complex study such as a
full-scope PSA

The interactions with review sponsoring body staff were infrequent arid
fully satisfactory. Its staff had very little background in the technifal
issues involved and provided no interference of any kind
After the scope of
the work was established during an initial meeting that provided both parties
with a full understanding of the time schedule, the review sponsor jug body
staff simply sat back and waited for the draft report. Ct was circulated to
interested staff member s and other review sponsoring body contractors (e.g.
their emergency planning contractors) after which it agreed that the report
should be published in final form without modification
It is recommended
that peer reviewers take care to ascertain whether or not significant
interference might be expected from the sponsor, and to make efforts to
minimize it.
There are often tensions between u t i l i t i e s and regulatory bodies
which can interfere with carrying out a fully satisfactory technical peer
review. This cannot be allowed. For example, non- technical problems can
prevent useful dialogue between reviewers and at least some sources of
relevant technical information. Sometimes, a peer review sponsored by a
utility to examine its own u t i l i t y supported PSA study may suffer from some of
these restrictions, since the utility may wish to keep the PSA results or
analysis from the regulators until it suits their licensing 'strategy1. This
peer review was not impeded by sucht prob)crus.

6. WHAT FINDINGS WERE MADE, AND WHAT WAS DONE WITH THEM

The introductory section of this paper has already given the key
technical finding of the peer review, which was that the draft PSA had been
conducted at a level of competence equal to the state of the art at the time
(mid - 1982) that the work was done. The basis for this fundamental finding
was the peer reviewers' familiarity with the then current state of the art of
PSA, and their understanding of what the draft report contained. This
fundamental conclusion is the most important by far and is what gave the
reviewers the confidence that it was not necessary to study every detailed
calculation in the overall analysis to check the validity of the numerical
results. (By contrast, suppose that the conclusion had been the opposite:

suppose that the PSA analysis had been much behind the then current state of
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the art, in terms of either data used, models employed, or execution of the
study
In such a case-, the revi ewers would be unable to affirm the validity
of the broad results).
It is important to recognise that this fundamental conclusion, usually
sought by the sponsors of any peer review, cannot be affirmed unless the
reviewers are truly up to-date themselves. This means that the review team
must be comprised mainly of practicing analysts. ft is also very important
that the sponsor insists on a ful1 y-documented report from the peer review
<3roup, as was true in this case study. Documentation of any resDonse to peer
review comments by the analyst:» is also important.
he general Finding of the peer review team was supplemented by a great
amount of technical dotai] in their report (which was about 200 pages long: a
65-page main report and a 135 page appendix, [ref 2]). En these 200 pages the
reviewers discussed a number of technical issues, either where there was si
disagreement or where the review team performed separate analyses that
provided additional insights on selected safety issues. The selection of the
few topics for which separate analyses were undertaken was an important step,
because it was crucial that the peer reviewers concentrate their effort on the
most important topics. Here the judgment of the team leader was a key
inqredjent in the success of the review work,
A few of the reviewers' comments were in the nature of confirming the
v a l i d i t y of the PSA analysts' approach by carrying out a different analysis
using different models or assumptions or data. Other reviewer <.< «intents
pointed out what wcr< thought to be errors or inadequacies in thy models
used, [n one case, there was a full reanalysis of a detailed issue that
revealed an apparently erroneous assumption. Still other reviewer comments
discussed how known conservatisms present in the ant?lysis might be removed.
Removing these conservatisms would have been an upgrading of the then current
state of the. art und in a sense 'unfair' since one should not expect any
particular PSA study to advance the state of the art (even though this has
always be^n true1 each major new PSA is an advance).
Some of the technical areas covered in the peer reviewers' report will
be discussed here to provide an idea of the level of detail, the type of
issues raised, and their resolution. The issues to be covered are:
internal flooding sequences, concern for which arose out of the
review of accident sequences, event trees, fault trees, and system
descr iptions;

core concrete interactions and vessel melt- through phenomena,
concern for which arose out of the broader review of phenomena that
take place during and after core-melting;

likelihood of failure to scram on demand, concern for which arose
out of review of the A1WS analysis, which the PSA had identified as
a key possible contributor to overall risk.

BeyAew_ °-f tJrj-e._Sy_stem „Analysis _Wor_k -_ Ij3.terriaJ_ Fl.oo<Jj.njg_Acc_i_derit

Jlyejrrtjs : The following types of initiating events were considered in
the~draTt SNPS PSA:

transient events incuding ATWS
14

LOC A s

Special internal events
internal flood at elevation 8 in the reactor building;
loss of a DC bus.

The following transient events were considered:

turbine trip
main steam isolation valvo (MS3V) closure

loss of condenser
loss of feedwater
loss of offsite power (LOSP)

inadvertent open relief valve (10RV)

control rod withdrawa1
manual shutdowns.

LOOAs that were considered included:
breach of the RPV larger than FCCS capacity
large LOCA, greater than 4" in diameter
modium LOCA, greater than 1 " and less than 4" in diameter
small LOCA, less than i" in diameter.
For interfacing LOCAs
fault, trees were constructed
define combinations of basic
occurrence of the initiating

and the internal flood analysis, initiating event
in t ho draft PSA. Initiating event fault trees
events in the fault tree which lead to I.he
event.

It is important to note that in the analysis of initiating event fault
trees, the basic event which functions as the initiating event must be
identified in order that the proper units of frequency be computed for the
initiating event defined by the top event. For example, consider an oxample

of an interfacing I OCA which is caused by a non-simultaneous failure of two
check valves which are in series. The top event we wish to consider is
discharge from the high pressure side to the low pressure side. For this top
event, the check valve which fails first is the enabling event and the check
valve which fails second is the initiating event since it is the event which
causes discharge from the high pressure to the low pressure side. Mote that
for this example, there are two time orderings that must be considered
See
the case study entitled Jibe ijmportance of Systems and_ Components_jand Nuclear
B°J*?e.L Risings, [ref 6], for a detailed description of the use of initiating and
enabling events in PSA. In addition, see the PRA Procedures; Guide, [ref 5],
for a discussion of initiating-event fault trees.
As described below, an error in the draft PSA occurred in computing the
frequency of internal flooding at SIMPS because the units for the initiating
event, which caused internal flooding, were computed in terms of

unavailability instead of frequency.
common in PSA.

The authors observe that this error is
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FIG. 1. Event tree diagram for sequences following a release of water into elevation 8 of types 2, 3 and 4 initiators [ref 1].

We now discuss the internal flood analysis conducted in the SWPS PSA.
We discuss the analysis in three steps:
The PSA contractor's analysis of internal floods in the draft report

the poer review of the internal flood analysis
the PSA contractor's reply to the peer review.

Ct is important to note that the peer review was based upon the
information given jn the draft PSA, 7n trteir reply, the PSA contractor

revised information regarding plant behaviour given in the draft report and
provided additional information which altered some of the conclusions in the

peer review,
Sy_stem Description (_aspr_oyided in the draft PSA)_
The Shoreham Reactor Building surrounds the Mark LI containment

structure. At its lowest elevation (referred to as Elevation 8), the building
is an open cylindrical compartment: i.e , there are no barriers in the
elevation 8 compartment which would interfere with personnel access or room
ventilation.

However, this open area presents the possibility of adversely

affecting the equipment in tlevation 8, if excessive water were released into
the compartment.

In the drafi^ report, the PSA contractor identified nine possible water
sources (defined as initiator types) that could release water into elevation 8
of the Reactor Building, greater than the sump capacity. Several FUGS and

residual heat removal components are located at elevation 8. In particular,
the PSA contractor identified 3 initiator types, 2, 3, and A as described
below which could quickly (within 30 to 40 minutes) flood and disable the
components described in the PSA contractor's labié G 6 (lable 1 of this

report) if the operator fails to reclose the isolation valve in time.

Table 1 .
Initiator

2

3 & 4

Initiators arid Vulnerable Components
W^tçr.. Sou_. e

?y_3_tLe_m_s__!riyjo!u_%.c}

Containment

High Pressure Core Injection

Storage Tank

System (HPCI), Reactor Core
Isolation System (RCIC), and
Containment Spray (OS)

Screenwell

Reactor Building Closed Loop
Water System (RBCIWS), and the
Residual Heat Removal System,
(RHR).

While the flooding occurs, if the operator erroneously isolates the
power conversion system (contrary to normal operating procedures), then the

accident sequence is initiated as described by the bold line on the event tree
in Figure 1,
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FIG 2 A typical fault tree development for elevation B flood initiator type 2 [ref 1]

The PSA Contractor doveJoped initiating-event fault trefis which
describe the following sequence of events involving operator error that load
to flooding at elevation 8 concurrent with loss of the power conversion system.
Event A: On-line maintenance of any of the following systems occurs:
HPCI; RCJC; Core Spray; RBCtCW Heat Exchanger; RHR Heat Fxchanger.
Event 8: System is disassembled for maintenance.

Event C: Operator inadvertently opens an isolation valve during
maintenance causing flooding to start.

Event D: Operator fails to reclose tha isolation valve within 40
minutes which results in flooding to the six foot level.
-

Event E: Operator erroneously isolates the power conversion system
during flooding.

A typical fault tree development for the sequence described above is
shown in Figure 2. It must be noted that the PSA Contractor combined events A
and B on the fault tree.
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FIG 2 (cont )

J?_?_y.!=!.5 J?«îÀsed_ by_ the__Peer Reu lew
Two conclusions reached by the peer reviewers are as follows:

The approach used by the PSA Contractor in quantification of these
sequences does not produce units with accident frequency. One key
event in the flooding sequence is the operator inadvertently opening a
valve during maintenance. The probability estimate for this event is
given on a per maintenance act basis. The PSA Contractor's
calculations did not reflect this, which leads to a factor of about 100
in underestimating the internal flood frequencey.
The PSA Contractor used human probability estimates from Swain and
Guttrnann's work, [ref 7], that do not reflect a highly stressful
situation. The reviewers believed that a highly stressful situation
does exist when internal flooding occurs and that all calculations
should reflect this.

The basis of the above conclusions is discussed next.
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Is_?ue
As described above, event C is the JriJtJaLing oven t a)hich causes
flooding. The occurrence of events A and B defines a vulnerable system state
thab permits event C to initiate flooding when event C occurs. Furthermore,
the occurrence of events A and B and C defines another vulnerable system that
permits event F to initiate the accident sequence when event t occurs.
Because event C is an initiating event, we must compute the frequency of
occurrence of this event.
Lvents C and D describe operator error and the PSA Contractor used
Swain and Guttmann's estimates, [ref f], to assign probabilities to these
events. Specifically for event C, the PSA Contractor on page G 38 of the
draft PSA said 'The conditional probability that the operator opens the
isolation valve to the system while it is undergoing maintenance is determined
from Swain and Gutlmann. The value is determined to be 0.005 per valve
operation. This error rate is higher than normal plant operator states since
it has been shown that operator error under maintenance conditions may be
higher than that found performing normal plant function "

Using the above probability, we must compute the number of valve
operations per year to obtain accident frequency, i.e., the expected number of
flooding events per reactor year. The number of valve operations relates
directly to the number of maintenances performed per year since the isolation
valve must be closed and reopened during maintenance.
Hence the units on event A should be the expected number of on line
maintenances per year, (i e., frequency), not system unavailability as
computed by the PSA Contractor. Computation with system unavailability
results in an accident frequency about 100 times smaller than with the
expected number of maintenance acts per year.

In the peer review, HPCI was used as an example. The HPCE
unavailability is O.OJ (units without dimensions), and its maintenance
frequency is
(0.09 acts/month) x (12 months/year) = 1.08 acts/reactor year.

The reviewers claimed that the expression for accident flood frequency
above the six foot elevation concurrent with loss of the power conversion
system is the product of the following terms (here the symbol * means logical
intersection):

TERM

EXPRESSION

UNITS

- expected number of on-line
maintenances per year

E(WA(one year))

maintenance
acts/year

- probability that the system
is disassembled
given maintenance

P(B/A)

dimensionless

- probability that the operator
opens the isolation

P(C/A#B)

dimensionless

waive during maintenance
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TERM

EXPRESSION

UNI!S

probahi I i ty that the operator
Toi i l s to r e f. l o s e l ho
j sola'ion wal wo

P(U/A*B*C)

d irnensionless

probability that t ho operator
erroneously isolates the
power conver s ion system
during flooding

POI/A^B^C^U)

dirnensionless

1 he reason Tor the above func t ional form is that P(C/AXB) is given on a
probability of operator error per disassembly basis.
Swain and GutUiiann give a best estimate of O.OOb, as mentioned above,
but estimate the 90% confidence level of P(C/AXB) as 0.02 per maintenance
outage. Because the long mod ntenance outage of 3 . lj days (on the average)
results in several shift changes, it is conceivable that the upper bound
estimate may be applicable, resulting in an estimate that would be a factor of
4 higher for the flooding frequency.

level of Stress Issue
In addition the PSA Contractor's estimate of the probability of failing
to recover, P(D/A*B*C), is 0.0'S which corresponds to the non-stressful
situation i n figure 172 of Swain and Guttrnann
However, if stressful
conditions exist, then the estimate would be a factor 5 higher, i.e., 0,i"3.
Also, one r.ctrt see front the
Contractor assigned a probability
system
Considering the level of
higher could be a more reasonable

event tree in h igure 1 that the PSA
of 0,12 to failing to restore the condensate
stress involved, a probability of O,?1!) or
estimate.

Observations
Examining the event tree in Figure 1, one can see that the PSA
Contractor calculated a frequency of 4.8 F.-7 per reactor year for flooding to
the six foot level (12 initiator) and r->,8 f 8 per reactor year for class T
core vulnerable accident.

However, following the arguments given above, the estimate for the \'2
initiator could be as high as 1.0 E.--3 per reactor year for flooding to the six
foot level and "5 E--4 per reactor year (or higher) for class t core vulnerable
accident - factors of ?OOO difference! These class I accident figures are for
the core vulnerable states to be reached: the core rnelt frequency would be
somewhat smaller depending on an analysis that the review team did not do.

Recomrnendations Fr_om_ the Peer Reviewers
The peer reviewers recommended that, the PSA Contractor recompute the
internal flood frequency considering evunt A be given in units of frequency.

Furthermore, because the internal flooding sequence is dominated by a chain of
human error events, the reviewers recommended that experts in human factors
carefull_y analyze and recompute these accident frequencies associated with
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internal flooding. This recomrnendat ion applies bo the «in t ire flooding
event- tree sequence involving human action, i e.

erroneously isolating the power conversion system during flooding
failing to provide makeup with the condensate pumps
failing to provide containment heat removal by opening the MBIVs within
10 hours.

Also, as described in the- main body of the PSA, an important assumption
made by the PSA Contractor is that flooding to the six foot level w i l l not
result in automatic closure of MO I Vs. (The PSA Contractor does assume that
reactor trip will occur). Lt is important to verify that the assumption
regarding automatic MSTV closure is true
otherwise the power conversion
system is lost and the normally available makeup system is the condensute
system. In this case, the accident frequency caused by flooding would
increase by an additional factor of aoout 10 and design changes may be
necessary to mitigate the effects of the internal flooding accident sequence,
(e.g. elevating the I--XVS pumps to a higher level).
PSA Contractor's Reply.. M. *he_ Peer;; Review
A portion of the PSA Contractor's reply to the peer review concerning
internal flooding is given in Appendix B of this case study
1 he PSA
Contractor recomputed the core melt frequency due to an internal flooding
accident and estimated the fractional contribution of this accident to the
total core melt frequency as 3%.
Ins_j_g_hts_ Gained as the Result of_PSA Contractor's Rearia.ly.sis

In the draft report, the PSA Contractor did not describe? the procedure
for removing power from the isolation valve by racking out the circuit
breaker
Existence of such a procedure makes the likelihood of internal
flooding less than the reviewers originally thought
However, there were
other insights gained as the result of the PSA Contractor's rfvmalysis, as
described in {ref 8") If for some reason, power was not removed from the
breaker, then the PSA Contractor identified another means (other than human
error) in which the isolation valve could be opened, i.e., a demand to start
HPCt if MSIV closure should occur during maintenance. En this case, there
would be other alarms other than flooding that the operator would have to
recognise and respond to. Thus, the operator error of failing to reclose the
isolation valve would be higher than with just a single alarm. As the result
of the PSA Contractor's reanalysis, the PSA sponsoring u t i l i t y became aware of
the risk potential of the flooding sequence and changed operational and
maintenance procedures. For example, the utility decided to change their
maintenance procedures to include an independent check to verify that power to
the isolation-valve breaker has been removed.

6.2

A"I"WS_ Probability L_ Failure to .Scram on Demand

In the course of the peer review, the review team gave careful
attention to the calculations involving the so-called ATWS sequences
("anticipated transients without scram"), which comprise the group that the
PSA Contractors called "Class IV sequences". This careful attention was
merited because in the analysis these sequences were among the most important
in their effect on offsite consequences: i.e., the releases from class EV were
among the key determinants of how much offsite emergency preparedness was
necessary. In the PSA Contractor analysis, these class EV sequences were

associated with relatively important releases, and the sequences were
22

calculated to occur very rapidly, with containment failure prior to core

meitinq duo to overpressure, and core molting i. "a hours after accident
initiation.
1 ho systems analysis was reviewed, and the review team concurred in the
«approach Laken. However, in studying the quantification the review team did
not agree w i t h the data used b.y the PDA Contractor. Specifically, the peerreview team believed that the value used by the PSA Contractor for "failure to
scram on demand" was too high. If the main control rod scram mechanism faiis,
back up systems are used, including the alternate rod insertion system; the
standby l i q u i d control system to inject boron; trip of the recirculation
pumps; and the operator procedures.
Unfortunately, there are no empirical data for the likelihood of the
failure to scram, so calculations must be relied on. The calculations are
based on data that are onjy part, t a l l y relevant to the analysis, and a rnodeJ of
how the failure occurs should be used. The PSA Contractor report selected a
likelihood of 3 ( 5 per demand for its failure rate. It was the judgment of
the review team that this value was too high, by a factor in the range of
approximately 3 to 10. Specifically, the review team would have used a value
in the range of 3 L-6 to l E-5 per demand. The basis for the review team's
different opinion was a careful analysis of the existing literature on this
subject, which had been an important area of controversy for several years in
the reactor safety community (and which romains coi.troversial today).
En conversation with the PSA Contractor analysts, reviewers learned
that the value that the PSA Contractor selected was "conservatively chosen",
which is also implied in the text of the draft of the PSA Contractor report.

The impact of this judgment on scram failure is significant for the
group of Class TV accidents, which would be correspondingly less likely if the
value for scram failure were smaller. Because the Class ÏV sequences are
among the most important in contributing to the need for offsite emergency
response, this would affect the advice given to review sponsoring body during
the development of their response plans.
1 he guidtAi'ico that this example offers to those planning a peer review
is the following: Sometimes there w i l l arise a difference of professional

opinion between reviewers and the original analysts that cannot be resolved
based on the technical literature.

When this occurs, it is often highly

useful to the sponsor that this difference of opinion be brought forward,
because it illuminates the extent to which there are limitations to the
numerical results of the study, or its broader insights. An effective peerreview will provide this illumination.

6.3

Phenomena After Meltdown: Vessel .Breach, Drywell and We t we 1_1 pathway s

In the course of the peer review, the study team gave detailed
attention to the course of postulated core meltdown accidents after the molten
core would begin to fall into the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel. In
the PSA Contractor analysis, the failure mechanism of the vessel was assumed
to be either structural failure of the vessel wall due to elevated pressure
and temperature, or melt-through of the main vessel wall if the pressure is

low.

The review team took issue with these postulated failure mechanisms and
proposed an alternate failure mechanism based on the reviewers' extensive
experience. The reviewers supported their opinion with detailed
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phénomène log i cal calculations , The reviewers also proposed an alternative
analysis of the behaviour of molten material after it left the vessel
The reviewers' quantitative analysis, which is documented i n their
review report, went significantly beyond the analysis in the PüA Contractor
report itself. This situation is not typical of peer reviews, but was carried
out because the reviewers believed that t ht* analysis was necessary to

understand the key phenomena after core rneltdown.

Based on this analysis, the

reviewers provided an independent opinion as to the validity of the
radioactive releases from these accidents. The reviewers' conclusion was lhal
the releases presented in the PBA Contractor report were conservatively
modelled, in that several of the phenomena were treated conservatively.
However, the reviewers were unable to provide a quantitative estimate of the
degree of conservatism.
The sponsors of the review thus had alternative analyses from which to
judge the severity and likelihood of releases for these accident sequences.
The guidance that this example offers to those planning a pear review
is that it may be necessary for peer reviewers to undertake significant now
analysis in order to provide an independent opinion as to the validity of the
work under review. (In the case under consideration, this involved writing a
computer code by the reviewers.) If a peer review team discovers that this
effort is necessary, the sponsor of the peer review may find that the proposed
reanalysis is beyond the contemplated scope or the budgeted funds. This
situation may not happen with every review, but it can happen. Sponsors of
peer reviews must face the situation squarely when it does occur.
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Appendix A
GENERAL REVIEW CHARACTERISTICS*
Ihe following section describes the general aspects of a PRA which
-should be examined in this phase and the features that should be looked for.
As already indicated above, neither the PRA nor the review w i l l necessarily
encompass all the items noted because of the particular circumstances of the
PRA and the review.

The major aspects of the PRA which must be explored are
the
the
the
the
the

purpose:
major assumpt ion:>;
analyses;
results; and
interpretation anc* application.

More specifically the review should explore the following factors:

(i)
(ii)

the objectives of the PRA and their relation to the review objectives;
the management aspects of the PRA, emphasising the synthesis of the PRA
team, and the programmatic and technical management;

(iii) the general plant description and the associated generic and plant
specific data used;

(iv)

the underlying (technical) methods used in carrying out the PRA;

(v)

the actual analyses involved and the associated numerical techniques
applied to obtain the quantitative results;

(vi)

the major assumptions in the analyses and quantifications, such as
specially identified initiators, failure sequences, success criteria,
systems components, level of resolution in the analysis, and operations
(including human) (cf. NURLG/CR-PSI'b for more detailed lists);

(vii)

the most prominent results in the light of the objectives ((i) above)
and the guiding conditions ((vi) above);

(viii) any new, unusual, or anomalous data, methods, or results which appear
in the PRA (and possibly also the absence of any such);

(ix)

the interpretation made of the results in the light of the objectives
and guiding conditions cited above, with special reference to systems,
functional, and operational interactions, as well as to internal
dependences which may impinge on overall plant safety and thus require
further, more detailed analyses.

The general criteria which should govern the review are the following:
-

organisation and format,
clarity,
scrutability,

(*)

Reproduced from NURLG/CR-348'i, PRA Review Manual [ref 3]
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completeness,

consistency,
validity,
robustness,
reproducibility,

utility, and
comparabi 1 i ty ,
The general review process may bo summarised (somewhat informally) in
terms of a number of questions addressed to the PRA:
1.

Are the inputs, methods and outputs cJearly defined, appropriately

chosen, and understandably reported, and do they correspond to the
PRÄ's stated objectives?
2.

3.

Are there gaps in the data, methods, etc, in relation to:
(a)

the PRÄ's objectives;

(b)

available information and techniques; and

(c)

the JeveJ of dotai! and comprehensiveness characteristic of, for
exanple, the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety SttiHy?

Are the data used consistent with individual and general plant
experience, and are anomalous data properly justified (and explained)?

4

Do the results seem to be robust in relation to uncertainties and

variations in the data and methods, and, if not, is this lack of
robustness accounted for?
5.

Are the PRA and its results in a form which can be reasonably compared

with other PRAs (despite the variations in uniformity), and, if so, fan
any differences be explained in terms of systems, functional and
operational variations, or do they result from the analytic assumptions
made, or the methodology adopted and the data used in the study?
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Appendix B
RESPONSE OF PSA CONTRACTOR TO PEER REVIEW COMMENTS
CONCERNING INTERNAL FLOODING DUE TO MAINTENANCE ACTS

In response to the Future Resources Associates (FRA) comments
concerning the internal flood analysis appearing in the Short-ham draft PRA, a
complote reanalysi«, has been performed
This conservative analysis estimates
that there are maintenance induced internal flooding sequences involving
Elevation 8 of the reactor building having a core vulnerable frequency value
of 1.5E-6. This result indicates that these flooding scenarios have a small
contribution to risk on the order of 3%. The following discussion compares
the results of this reanalysis reconstructed according to the form of the
sequence mentioned in the FRA draft «"eport.
The TRA report presents the following approximation for a
maintenance induced-flood core vulnerable accident.
TERM

-

expected no, of one- line
maintenances per year

F(l\IA(one year))

probability that the system
is disassembled given
maintenance

P(B/A)

probability that the operator
opens the isolation valve
during maintenance

P(C/A*B)

probability that the operator
fails to roclose the isolation
valve

P(D/A*B*C)

probability that the operator
erroneously isolates the power
conversion system during
flooding

P(t/A*BXC*D)

The following discussion compares the PSA Contractor's reanalysis of
this expression with the analysis appearing in the KRA submittal for human
error during an HPCI maintenance event

The FRA analysis for this combination of events was done by assuming
the number of maintenance acts per year is 1,08, and the probability that a
maintenance act will cause a system to be disassembled is 0.1. This yields a
probability for the combination of the frequency of E(NA(one year)) x P(B/A)
to be 0.108 per reactor year.
In a more detailed analysis, the PSA Contractor has used the LFR data
base for turbine driven pumps used in BWRs, to determine the expected number
of failures per year for the pump. While all the reported failures do not

require the system to be opened for maintenance, use of this number will, to
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some extent, account for unreported maintenance acts that cause the system to
be opened ,

This calculation is described in the revised Appendix A of the
submittal [ref 8J arid estimates the value for E(WA(one year)) x P(B/A) of
0.079. Although this number is not significantly different from the FRA
value, the estimate derived from the LKR data base is judged to be more

reali stic .

The FRA analysis uses the upper bound of 2. Oh -2 /maintenance outage as
the value for P(C/A*B), This value was taken from Swain and Guttmann as an
upper bound due to an assumed 3.5 day maintenance outage. This value is for <
simple valving error during a maintenance act.
The PSA Contractor has performed a detailed human reliability analysis
of the maintenance procedure requiring isolation of the pump, the associated
valves and their controls. This analysis indicates that the maintenance
procedures call for power to be removed from the valve operators. When power
is removed, remote operation of the valves is not possible
In addition, the
location of the valves, close to the location where water would be released,
makes it highly unlikely that local manual operation of the valves could take
place without the operator noticing the water flow and reclosing the valve
Therefore, if power is removed from the isolation valves, it is highly
unlikely that the system will become unisolat^d.
The probability of an inadvertent opening of an isolation valve is the
product of two parts: 1) the probability that power is not removed from the
valve and 2) the operator inadvertently operates t ne valve. The conservative
estimate for the first event is 0 01, while the estimate used for the second
event is 0.02. This yields a probability for P(C/A) of 2 fc-4 (0.01 xO.O?).

The FRA analysis used the curve estimating human performance after a
large LOCA to estimate the probability. The estimate used for this event by
FRA is 0,25 due to the assumed highly stressful conditions.
The PSA Contractor has performed a detailed analysis of this event
including a procedural and a control room review. This analysis used new
information concerning cognitive behavior, and simulator data to derive a
time-dependent model of operator actions subsequent to a flood event. For the
event analyzed here the estimated time available for operator action is 13-17
minutes, depending on the source of water. Using this, the estimated
probability for event P(D/A*BXC) is 0.1 since it is likely that the flood
would be the only "off normal" event going on in the control room for an
operator error induced flood during major maintenance.

P(E/A*B*C*D)

The FRA analysis of this event concludes that due to the stressful
situation a value of 0,25 or higher is appropriate. In the detailed analysis,
PSA Contractor has evaluated all possible dependencies that would preclude the
use of the PCS (feedwater and condensate) to become unavailable during a flood
event occurring while the reactor is at power. The availability of feedwater
pumps was found to be dependent on operator actions following a flood event.
The condensate system was found to be a highly reliable source of water in all

sequences. The PSA Contractor analysis estimates the conditional probability
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that, given a flood, the probability of core vulnerable sequence is
approximately 0.038.
E VA l_U AT TON OF JHE _ RESULTING, LXPRFSSJONS

Evaluation of the expression for flood frequency is shown below:

FRA analy sis ;
0.108" x 0.02 x 0.25 . 0.25 ~ 1.35 t 4/reactor year

PSA_ Contrac tor 's de tailed reanaly s i s :
"o".Ô79 x 2 T-4 x~"o"l"x" ÖVÖ38 -: 6,6 E -8/reactor year
The PSA Contractor believes that the detailed analysis performed shows
that the core vulnerable frequency of flooding scenarios involving HPCJ
maintenance is conservative. A more realistic analysis estimates a frequency,
3 orders of magnitude lower than the FRA approximation found in their draft
report.
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